
 
 

MakeSense® Cream Contour & Highlight Duos 
 

Achieve a sculpted, defined and photo-ready makeup look with 
MakeSense Cream Contour & Highlight Duos! These creamy duos 
contain SenePlex+ Complex® and combine long-lasting color technology 
in shades perfectly suited to contour and highlight a variety of skin 
tones.  

Each duo includes a vial of cream contour shade and a vial of cream 
highlight shade. The contour shades are matte in finish, while the 
highlight shades are semi-matte, with a very subtle, soft-focus, 
illuminating texture. The duos are available in 3 options:  light, medium 
and deep. They include a doe foot applicator to easily, precisely, and 
quickly apply the product to the desired areas on your face.  

The formulas are cream to powder, perfectly blend-able, build-able, and 
long-lasting like all SeneGence cosmetics. These cream contour and highlighting shades glide 
and blend onto the skin, giving an even, natural-looking finish that defines and highlights your 
best features.   

 

Key Benefits 

• Cream-to-powder formulas perfectly and easily blend onto skin to define and highlight 
your best features 

• Long-lasting coverage 
• Non-comedogenic 
• Formulated with SenePlex+ for anti-aging benefits 
• Formulated without: Gluten, Parabens, or Animal By-Products  

 

Directions for Use 
Following foundation, apply the contour cream in the areas on the face desired to add depth 
and shadow. Blend well with a contour brush. 

Following contour, apply the highlighter cream to the areas on the face desired to illuminate 
and highlight. Blend well with a contour brush. 



 
 
 

Suggested Uses & Application Tips 
For the nose: 

-Using the Cream Contour shade, apply two lines down the sides of your nose, starting near the 
beginning of your brow and ending at the tip of your nose. Blend well. 

-Using the Cream Highlight shade, apply a thin line from the top to the ball of your nose and 
blend. This technique will slim and straighten the look of your nose.  

 

For the cheeks: 

-Suck in your cheeks to find the hallow of your cheek. Apply Cream Contour from your ear to 
the corner of your mouth in the hallow, and blend well to create the illusion of shadow and a 
slimmer face. 

-Apply BlushSense® right above the contoured line, on the apples of your cheeks, to create a 
naturally flushed look. 

- Apply and blend the Cream Highlight shade on the tops of your cheekbones to bring them 
forward. 

 

For the forehead: 

-To make your forehead appear smaller, apply the Cream Contour up into your hairline and 
blend until seamless.  

-Using the same brush, bring the Cream Contour down towards your temples. This has a 
slimming effect on your face. 

 

For the jawline: 

-Apply the Cream Contour shade underneath your jawline for a more sculpted look. 

 

FAQ’s 
What order should this product be applied? 



 
 
The Cream Contour & Highlight shades can be applied following MakeSense Foundation 
application. Finish with Translucent Powder if desired.  

 

How long will one vial last in usage? 

This depends on how many areas you are contouring and highlighting, and how much product 
you are using. However, which once daily use, your duo can last up to 4 or 5 months before 
needing to be repurchased.  

 

Are these different from ShadowSense® shades that I use to contour and highlight? 

While ShadowSense also works great to do double duty as contour and highlight, yes, these 
Cream Contour and Highlight formulas are unique and different than ShadowSense. They are 
formulated to be slightly creamier, extremely blend-able, and designed in shades specifically for 
contouring and highlighting light, medium and deep skin tones. 

 

How do I know which duo is right for my skin tone? 

These duos come in 3 options - light, medium and deep. The Light duo works well for fair to 
light complexions OR for those who desire a very subtle effect. The Medium duo works well for 
light-medium to medium complexions OR for those who desire a somewhat subtle effect. 
Finally, the Deep duo works well for medium to deep complexions OR for those who desire a 
more dramatic effect.  

All Cream Contour shades are neutral in undertone, while the Cream Highlight shades are 
neutral to warm in undertone, for a natural looking, warm glow.  

 

The full ingredients list is publicly available on www.senegence.com.  

 


